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If you're still under the naively mistaken belief that there is no Deep State, the Twitter >le dumps

from Elon Musk detailing how Twitter, before his acquisition of the company, was coerced into

doing the FBI's bidding, with actual FBI agents on its staff to control the online narrative, ought to

set the record straight.

In fact, the lawlessness of our intelligence agencies and the psychological warfare against the

American public is far worse than most people ever expected.

FBI paid Twitter huge sums of money — your tax dollars, might I add — to censor certain views and

stories, such as the damning Hunter Biden laptop story, which likely would have sunk Joe Biden's

bid for the presidency had it received the attention it legitimately deserved.

The FBI even ran a tabletop exercise about "hacked" information relating to Hunter Biden ONE

MONTH before the real story broke. During that exercise, they practiced the narrative (i.e., lies) that

weeks later became "oQcial truth."

There is a Deep State running the show, and they're doing whatever they damn well please, without

regard for the law or the U.S. Constitution. They're acting completely outside the rules of our

Constitutional Republic and the laws of the land, and they've weaponized the very agencies that are

supposed to protect us and act in the public's best interest and turned them against us.

The Twitter >les saga is expanding by the day, so I won't be able to cover every last detail here.

Books will be needed to cover this scandal in depth. In the meantime, I suggest you review the

references cited and keep your eyes peeled for later updates.

FBI Used Twitter to Track and Spy on Americans

In the video above, investigative journalist Glenn Greenwald reviews how Washington has expanded

the war state and the Democrat’s censorship regime. About 39 minutes in, he begins reviewing

evidence showing the FBI was not only censoring social media content, but the agency was also, on

a regular basis, asking Twitter to reveal the location of speci>c Twitter users — for what purpose,

no one knows. As noted by independent journalist Matt Taibbi in a December 17, 2022, Twitter post:

"What 'law enforcement' objective is served by asking for Billy Baldwin's location

information? Why is the FBI/DHS [Department of Homeland Security] in the business of

analyzing and Gagging social media content at all? When were these programs created and

who approved them?"

These are all good questions. Historically, the FBI's job has been to monitor and address criminal

activity, not "misinformation." Somewhere along the way, and it's unclear exactly when the mandate

changed and by whom, the DHS/FBI (the FBI supports the DHS by investigating threats) and other

agencies tasked themselves with illegally suppressing free speech and shaping public narratives

through public-private partnerships with Big Tech.

The Biden administration's Orwellian "Ministry of Truth," revealed in the summer of 2022, was one

of the >rst indicators we had that something was horribly amiss. And even though that agency was

quickly disbanded after public outcry (and no small amount of mockery), the policing of mis- and

disinformation was simply shifted elsewhere within the federal government.

Moreover, as reviewed by Greenwald, internal DHS memos, emails and documents show the DHS

has worked on expanding its incuence over tech platforms for YEARS. So, government censorship

is not something that "just happened" in response to the COVID crisis.

Nor is the censorship limited to COVID or public health information in general. We now have

evidence showing the FBI has actively interfered in multiple elections, for example — activity that

Sen. Josh Hawley (R-MO) accurately warns is "the biggest threat to our constitutional democracy

today."

FBI Invented 'Foreign Interference' Narrative

Not surprisingly, the FBI invented the narrative that foreign nations were interfering in U.S.

elections, which is precisely what they were doing. As reported by Taibbi and attorney Jeff

Childers,  the FBI asked Twitter to investigate "malicious actors" spreading election disinformation

on Twitter. Twitter looked into the matter and reported there was no evidence of foreign

interference.

The FBI was none too pleased with that answer and made it clear that Twitter better >nd some. As

"evidence" that Twitter's investigation was cawed, the FBI cited mainstream media articles and

think-tank reports that claimed foreign interference was indeed taking place.

In response, Twitter's former censorship head Yoel Roth did an about-face and informed the team

that "oQcial state propaganda is DEFINITELY A THING ON TWITTER."

How Media Have Been Weaponized to Provide False Evidence

The FBI's tactic appears to be a variation of what House Speaker Nancy Pelosi calls the "wrap-up

smear," where they leak a lie to the media, and then they use that media report as "evidence" that

the lie is true, and it just goes in circles from there.

Here, the FBI used reports — which were based on leaked information from anonymous intelligence

agents  — to pressure Twitter into making something up to further support the >ction the FBI itself

invented and leaked to the sources they cited.

As noted by Childers, this variant on the political wrap-up smear is also being used by U.S. health

agencies:

"It's a nifty trick … The NIH or CDC needs evidence to support some guidance they want to

issue, like masking. So they fund some studies intended to show masks work. The pay-for-

play scientists publish cartoonish, anti-scientiOc clown studies 'proving' cotton masks can

somehow magically Olter nanoscale virus particles.

Then the NIH and CDC cite those same studies — the same ones they procured — to

'recommend' unconstitutional mask mandates, or even outright order mandates, like for air

travel and on cruise ships. Ditto vaccines … It's a closed loop."

Twitter-FBI Exercise: Managing the Hunter Biden Laptop Story

We now also have evidence showing it was the FBI that quenched the Hunter Biden laptop story.

They, in collaboration with Twitter, Facebook and the Aspen Institute, even held a tabletop exercise

in October 2020 to practice the shaping of the media's coverage of a potential "hack and dump"

operation involving Hunter Biden material.  National security reporters from The New York Times

and The Washington Post were also in attendance.  As reported by the New York Post:

"The exercise by the 'Aspen Digital Hack-and-Dump Working Group' involved an 11-day

scenario in October 2020 that began with the imaginary release of falsiOed records related

to Hunter Biden's controversial employment by the Ukrainian energy company Burisma,

which paid him as much as $1 million a year to serve on its board when his father was vice

president.

'The goal was to shape how the media covered it — and how social media carried it,'

Shellenberger wrote. But the drill was put into practical use weeks later, when The Post

broke the news about Hunter Biden's infamous laptop — which was either ignored or

downplayed by most mainstream news outlets and suppressed by both Twitter and

Facebook."

In the video below, independent journalist Matt Taibbi speaks with Russell Brand about the Twitter

>les and the kinds of censorship tactics Twitter secretly engaged in on the government's behalf.

However, it turns out the FBI didn't just attempt to sideline the Hunter Biden story a month in

advance. No. They've been shielding it and working with social media to shield it for them, since

2018. As reported by Childers:

"In December 2020, Twitter's former censorship head Yoel Roth explained in a sworn

statement that for almost two years leading up to the leak, the FBI told him, over and over,

to expect a Russian leak about Hunter Biden in October 2020:

'During these weekly meetings [since 2018], the federal law enforcement agencies

communicated that they expected 'hack-and-leak operations' by state actors might occur in

the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election, likely in October.

I was told in these meetings that … those hacking attacks would likely be disseminated

over social media platforms, including Twitter … [and] that there were rumors that a hack-

and-leak operation would involve Hunter Biden.' Facebook's CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, made

comments on a podcast suggesting he'd had similar conversations with the FBI."

FBI Agents Assigned to Twitter Censorship Duty

As reported by attorney Jeff Childers,  FBI >eld agent Elvis Chan was one of the agents assigned to

work with Twitter. He was recently deposed in the Missouri v. Biden case about his role in Twitter's

censoring of Americans. Below is just one of Chan's emails to Twitter in which he directs them to

ban speci>c accounts for imagined "crimes."

As noted by Childers:

"Note that Chan only provided a list of accounts. He didn't bother to say WHICH terms of

service were violated. He didn't say anybody broke the law. He didn't even say WHICH

tweets were problematic."

Still, within 48 hours, Twitter had obliged, and the accounts listed by Chan had either been

suspended or banned. Below is Twitter censorship employee Patrick Conlon's reply to Chan. As you

can see, a long list of other FBI employees were also carbon copied.

Another FBI "plant" is Jim Baker.  Before becoming Twitter's head lawyer, he spent three decades

with the FBI, most recently as its Deputy General Counsel. He too used his authority at Twitter to

censor the Hunter Biden story. While his comment (see email below) may seem innocuous enough

— just a polite suggestion — it's clear, with facts in hand, that Baker was trying to incuence the

situation.

Intelligence Agencies Have Weaponized Social Media

For the record, Facebook also employs no less than 115 "former" employees of the FBI, CIA, NSA

and other intelligence agencies.  Most of them now work in Facebook's content moderation

department, which seems like a massive career slide, if you ask me, but what do I know? As noted

by Childers:

"The inescapable conclusion of what we're seeing from the Twitter Files is that our

country's intelligence agencies, by and through the FBI, now control all the large social

media outlets … and are using them to manipulate American public opinion and change the

outcome of domestic elections. But for whom?"

My answer would be they're doing it on behalf of the Deep State, the same unelected globalists that

so doggedly push for a Great Reset and Fourth Industrial Revolution (i.e., eugenics rebranded as

transhumanism). Childers continues:

"If Elon Musk hadn't spent $44 BILLION DOLLARS to buy Twitter, nobody would have ever

believed the extent to which the intelligence community has absorbed private social media

platforms in this country and turned them against the people. It's literally unbelievable.

Exposure will probably be fatal. The Constitution does not provide for any internal security

service in the United States. The agencies are WAY off the reservation, well into criminal

territory, no matter how clever their lawyers are …

Of course, we still have the teensy-weensy little problem of 'who' will charge and arrest

these people, since they're in control of the entire federal law enforcement apparatus. Don't

worry, there ARE answers. But let's wait a little bit and see how things play out."

FBI Paid Twitter Millions

As mentioned, the FBI was also using taxpayer dollars to pay Twitter for their censorship services

— $3,415,323 to be exact, between October 2019 and February 2021 alone.
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FBI and other intelligence agencies were also trying to gain even greater and more direct incuence

over Twitter. In a January 2020 email, Carlos Monje wrote to Roth, warning that a "sustained effort

by the IC [intelligence community] to push us to share more information and change our API

policies." Apparently, the FBI wanted direct access into Twitter's database.

Lies and More Damn Lies

Investigative journalist Lee Fang with The Intercept  has also provided us with some real

bombshells. While Twitter has publicly insisted that it was cracking down on ALL covert

government propaganda accounts, that was only partially true.

“ Twitter worked with the U.S. Department of
Defense to promote and protect American
propaganda accounts, and aided U.S. intelligence
agencies in their efforts to influence foreign
governments using fake news, computerized
deepfake videos and bots.”

In reality, Twitter worked with the U.S. Department of Defense to promote and protect American

propaganda accounts, and aided U.S. intelligence agencies in their efforts to incuence foreign

governments using fake news, computerized deepfake videos and bots.  They only hunted down

the foreign government-aQliated propaganda accounts. As reported by Fang:

"Behind the scenes, Twitter gave approval and special protection to the U.S. military's

online psychological ops. Despite knowledge that Pentagon propaganda accounts used

overt identities, Twitter did not suspend many for around two years or more. Some remain

active …

In 2017 a U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) ogcial sent Twitter a list of 52 Arab language

accounts 'we use to amplify certain messages.' The ogcial asked for priority service for six

accounts, veriOcation for one and 'whitelist' abilities for the others."

Whitelisted accounts have a "validated" status similar to that of the blue check mark, which ensures

they are promoted in searches. These accounts also don't get shadow-banned or limited by other

means. In closing, I think Childers makes an excellent and accurate observation:

"Combine all this Twitter censorship, inGuence peddling, and pure propaganda with the vast

budget for pushing vaccines by buying scientists and inGuencers during the pandemic, and

we can begin to see the outlines of a vast private market for censorship and fake news

created by the deep state, which then became its biggest customer."

As for the FBI, it released a single-sentence "rebuttal" on December 21, 2022 — on Twitter — to the

mountain of scandalous evidence presented against it.
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Today In British Newspaper: Elon Musk, on Sunday, teased that this week’s Twitter Files report would focus on the now former director

of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Anthony Fauci, in what could be known as the Fauci Files. Musk turned to

Twitter to tell users, “Hope you’re having a great day 1 2023!

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11591295/Elon-Musk-teases-release-bom..  * * * George Soros Revealed as Player Behind Twitter

Operation to Shut Down Hunter Biden Laptop Story beckernews.com/george-soros-revealed-as-player-behind-twitter-operatio..  * * *.

Google currently employs at least 165 people, in high-ranking positions, from the Intelligence Community.

twitter.com/.../1607539875712217089  * * * The original grant, that helped create Google, was from the CIA. (see wikipedia) * * *

Twitter Employees Had Fauci Fan Club’ Slack group, Says Elon Musk

dailysceptic.org/2022/12/29/twitter-employees-had-fauci-fan-club-slack..  * * * Collin Rugg was banned by Twitter and post now

again like so many others who came back to Twitter.

He writes; BREAKING: Elon Musk announces that the Fauci Files will be released later this week. Starting the 2023 year off right! My

favorite moment of 2022 was when Elon Musk >red 70% of Twitter’s staff and the site actually worked better. Can someone tell me

what the >red Twitter employees did all day? Love him or hate him, Elon Musk was by far the most incuential person of 2022. He

single handedly brought back free speech. * * * The text on the Ukraine cag behind Biden and Zelenskyy was found on the laptop

twitter.com/.../1
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Interesting and descriptive information, PETE, but Musk's quali>er to Fauci: 'creepy', is very soft. Twitter, Facebook and other

social media platforms that censor content and steer the narrative through "fact checking" are simply tools of the political

machine of the hidden hand of power that controls both the major political parties in this country are their true owners.

Government institutions, the CIA, FBI, the Department of Defense are rapidly going from a democracy to tyranny to a growing

corruption of the elites who run the media with false truths, and veri>cation of facts, which are dictated by the big

multi-millionaires who dominate the structures of corporate institutions.

Yes, Fauci funded gain-of-function research, relocating it to Wuhan, China, after it was banned by the Obama administration in

2014. What's more, House Republicans believe he may have been involved in a cover-up. “We are writing to request a

transcribed interview with Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID).

Excerpts from the emails we are making public today (see attached Appendix I) reveal that Dr. Fauci was warned about two

things: (1) the potential for COVID-19 to leak from the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV ) and (2) the possibility that the virus

was intentionally genetically engineered.

It is imperative that we investigate whether this information was passed on to the rest of government and whether this

information would have changed the US response to the pandemic," read a January 2022 letter from Representatives James

Comer and Jim Jordan to Secretary from HHS, Xavier Becerra.

www.globalresearch.ca/white-house-cips-out-after-musk-says-fauci-fund..  (12/16/2022)
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Chan, a supervisory special agent for the FBI, is one of the named defendants in a lawsuit brought by the attorneys general of

Louisiana and Missouri against the Biden administration, alleging social media censorship on his part. Chan was recently

declared in that case, testifying under oath that the FBI had developed a command post ahead of the 2020 and 2022 elections,

sending election-related posts to Twitter and other social media platforms. Taibbi said a "surprisingly high number" of FBI

requests to Twitter were asking the platform "to take action on election misinformation, including prank tweets from accounts

with few followers." It wasn't just the FBI that had direct access to Twitter.

Taibbi tweeted that "Federal intelligence and law enforcement entered Twitter including the Department of Homeland Security

(DHS), which has partnered with security contractors and think tanks to pressure Twitter to moderate content."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/elon-musk-twitter->les-fbi-censor..  (12/19/2022)
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Musk is >rst and foremost a businessman. He has created some of the most innovative and disruptive companies in the world,

like Tesla and SpaceX. I think it is impossible to understand the number of deals, deals and agreements to achieve this. They

are not ordinary companies. Creating a software company is not the same as creating a company like Tesla. To enter the car

market you have to overcome many barriers: getting permits, designing a completely new car (from scratch), >nding engineers,

factories for your cars and batteries. It is an incredible challenge. Proof of this is that since Ford almost 100 years ago there has

not been another car startup until Tesla arrived.

This is where the showman side of him comes in. Musk has discovered that if he gets media attention, his companies will get

free publicity. Do you know what Ford's annual advertising spending is? 30 million dollars. And what about Tesla? 0. Yes, 0

dollars. Why?. They don't need it. The media already give Tesla free publicity, every time Elon does something like a showman,

or sends a SpaceX car into space, he records it, and puts the David Bowie song “Spaceman” in the video. That's why Musk sells

himself as a showman. It is a means to improve his business, not an end in itself.
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The pro>tability problems of the social network are making Elon Musk rethink the app from its foundations. Elon Musk seems

determined to turn Twitter into a bank: debit cards, checks, loans and more. The CEO of the company has described his plans

during a last-minute meeting with the staff and said some very interesting things. Musk addressed the issue of payments

during his presentation, saying that "I think there's a transformative opportunity in payments," adding that the goal is "to enable

people on Twitter to send money anywhere in the world instantly and in real time. We just want to make it as useful as possible."

Additionally, Elon Musk said that the feature, along with "video content and content creator compensation" and improved

search, is a "high priority." What will TaaPS be like?

First of all, this means Twitter as a paid service. Now, he imagines that every veri>ed Twitter user gets a balance, which he can

use to send money "anywhere in the system." Twitter will create a "high-yield money market account to make having a balance

on Twitter the most pro>table thing to do," Elon Musk explains in his >rst statement with workers.

computerhoy.com/noticias/tecnologia/red-social-banco-planes-elon-musk-..

 computerhoy.com/noticias/tecnologia/elon-musk-wants-to-convert-twitter..
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Essentially, here in the United Kingdom, UK, we face exactly the same problems. It remains my belief that here in the UK the core

group are all members of the extreme religious sect; Plymouth Brethren "Exclusives", en.wikipedia.org/.../Exclusive_Brethren  -

who hold the most senior positions in the UK Civil Service, and may well do so also in the US. Another aspect is that the recent

report by the Gatestone Institute about the similar problems within Iran www.gatestoneinstitute.org/.../iran-model  - where they

state that: "More importantly, perhaps, the ruling elite consist largely of a network of around 200 families with clerical,

military-security and bazaar backgrounds.

It may be that there is no other country where the ruling elite, a caste apart, is so unlike the people it dominates by force and

propaganda". That these reports about the lack of accountability within the FBI show this may be a much deeper problem than

previously recognised by anyone. It is well known that every time these actions appear, the driving force is the payment of

excessive incomes to those paid to implement the desired actions against the ordinary people. So these reports show we are all

facing classic corruption; at the highest levels of our nation's administrations.
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Perhaps with the release of the Fauci Files Musk's opinion expressed in his pronoun's Prosecute/Fauci & will bring more than

enough information to turn the tide of public opinion and bring the extra pressure to tip the scales towards Justice concerning

Fauci, 40 years overdue. Then perhaps there will be enough threads to follow back to include backing down WEF/WHO/Gate's

designs. - Although Musk seems a big fan of Transhumanism.
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Thanks All. Gui, I do not care about what Musk thinks or say about Fauci. I only care that he release the >les so I can judge for

myself. How Twitter evolves I don't know, for now I am happy. "Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift. That's

why it's called, 'the present'" * * * A few day back dr. Mercola had an interesting article called: "One Nation Under Blackmail" but

was based mainly on a video interview with Whitney Webb. Not in the article, but in the video, she mentions The Bronfman

family, Permindex, James Jesus Angleton (the >rst counterintelligence Chief of the CIA) and Ma>a boss Meyer Lansky.

These names are connected to the president JFK murder. A CIA insider recently told Tucker Carlson the agency may have been

involved in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy in 1963. www.frontpagemag.com/vaccines-gov-con  President

Trump promised to release all >les on the JFK murder on the >rst day he got in the White House. He did sign for the release, but

then 4 years long nothing happened. Also under Biden no action, until last month some meaningless papers were declassi>ed.

However the important and relevant CIA papers are still kept secret. What they trying to hide? Webb said, she couldn't write

much in her book about JFK, because it would take another book to described it all.

However she explain a lot in a free article, much more interesting than dr. M. article, called HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT: THE

SHOCKING ORIGINS OF THE JEFFREY EPSTEIN CASE

www.mintpressnews.com/shocking-origins-jeffrey-epstein-blackmail-roy-c..  She writes about Samuel Bronfman links with

Meyer Lansky, FBI, Mossad, who all were running sexual blackmail operations for decades with minors. Hoover was

blackmailed and he blackmailed others. Also the CIA did this and worked together with Meyer. For example FBI knew about

pedophilia in the Catholic church, but did nothing about it, so they could blackmail the ones involved.
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Yes, Pete, A great president who >rmly rejected the war: PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY: HIS LIFE AND PUBLIC ASSASSINATION

BY THE CIA After going through the Bay of Pigs, Cuban Missile Crisis and many other military cliffhangers, Kennedy underwent

a deep metanoia, a spiritual transformation, from Cold Warrior to peacemaker. He came to regard the generals who advised him

as devaluing human life and hell-bent on launching nuclear wars. And he was well aware that his growing resistance to war had

put him on a dangerous collision course with those generals and the CIA.

On numerous occasions, he spoke of the possibility of a military coup d’tat against him. The night before his trip to Dallas, he

told his wife, “But, Jackie, if somebody wants to shoot me from a window with a rice, nobody can stop it, so why worry about

it.”[xxi] And we know that nobody did try to stop it because they had planned his execution from multiple locations to assure its

success. www.globalresearch.ca/president-john-f-kennedy-life-public-assassinati..  (11/22/2022)
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Fox News host Tucker Carlson, who was named Media Matters' "Disinformer of the Year," recently recected on the origin of the

term "conspiracy theory," which arose from the Warren Commission's efforts to cover up the murder of former President John F.

Kennedy. JFK may have been the >rst time that deep state operatives in the intelligence community succeeded in overthrowing

a sitting president. Since then, it has happened at least twice more, with FBI and CIA >ngerprinting in both the Watergate

scandal and the 2020 voter fraud. Increasingly, we are seeing the corruption of the Biden administration begin to come to light,

with a growing backlash.

The questions that the media tried to deny and ridicule in the service of his agenda have since raised the curtain. The Twitter

>les have played a huge role in exposing unseemly and unconstitutional collusion between US spy agencies and Big Tech, a

curry of GOP-led House investigations will at least bring back the face of responsibility to The Swamp, even if he is more or less

a paper tiger. Linked here are 10 things DC's powers that be have yet to deal with, but will soon be impossible to ignore, in no

particular order: headlineusa.com/sellers-10-conspiracy-theories-validate-2023  (12(26/2023)
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For those who hope Musk is a savior, he is nothing more than a distraction. He is one of them, a wolf in sheep's clothing.
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Hi Pete, you may want to add this Kim Iverson report to your list of info. "New Twitter >les show U.S Govt. pressured Twitter to

censor opposing COVID narratives" - www.bitchute.com/.../E8s06jFP0ZuO  - don't know about you but the more I found on this

topic, the worse it appears...
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM
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Musk is just a deep state puppet. Look at his family lineage and you will see that. I have driven many Teslas and they are pieces

of junk with rattles everywhere. That company was developed by DARPA to get people into electric vehicles so they can be more

easily controlled, with the ultimate goal being the end of car ownership. All electric vehicles have EMF levels high enough to

give you cancer! Read agenda 2030. It's all in there.
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Pete.Smith
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Thanks Rose, interesting link. What is very clear: The US government violated the The First Amendment. Some people are more

occupied with the person Elon Musk then the content of twitter >les done by the independent researchers. They seem to care

more about Musk then to know what government agencies did to them. Gui, why you have to write about Tucker Carlson, that he

was named "Disinformer of the Year,"? It is not relevant to the story. That is also about attacking the person, the messenger,

instead of the message content. Dr. Mercola was called "superspreader of disinformation" .

Your link about the JFK is good article about the background, but has some caws. There is much more about the CIA

-MaQa-connection to be found, but I don't have the time to expand about that. Also so far only Gui gave an reaction, it doesn't

seem to interest others, so why write about it. To me this is a very important subject, because it make you think: Who really runs

the USA? It is a fake democracy run by criminals. Who bene>t from the continues wars, costing trillions of tax dollars? .
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Who really runs this country? WHY, Rome does. Centuries of history and manipulation and tyranny. The seat of the papacy stays

under the radar in modern times but seeks to rule the world again as it did in the Dark AGES. It never had FULL rule but has

sought it with a vengeance and now it has captured enough of the world to admit that "the REFORMATION IS OVER".....said by

Pope Francis in 2017, the 500th year anniversary of the PR beginning. This is also the biblical truth as well as the historical

truth.
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Maybe the reason Musk is disclosing the Twitter Files is his way of blackmailing others by releasing and teasing his knowledge

with the minor stuff and holding back the really good stuff.
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Pete.Smith, the Constitution was mainly written by the elite, for the elite, with a few crumbs such as the 2nd Amendment thrown

in for the "minions" in order to keep them satis>ed and because they were needed to >ght the British. Any time contracts are

created, they usually are written to bene>t the author(s).
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I just have trouble with someone in power saying he is doing something for me with no ulterior motives.  Nobody gives you

something for free!!
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Concerned Patriot
Joined On 12/12/2022 1:15:41 PM
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Musk appears to be having fun "exposing" policies and people. For more thorough information about Fauci, read Robert

Kennedy Jr.'s book "The Real Anthony Fauci". Know that Fauci's policies as to hiding and funding nefarious "scienti>c" projects

will continue with the new director as they are in league with each other. Don't be taken in by Musk's "good" behavior at present

as he is like a miniature Bill Gates at present, with his antihuman agenda--global surveillance, linking our brains to computers

(can be used for transhumanism), etc.  Musk and the rest of those with too much money are not to be trusted. While our

thoughts and actions are captured by "revelations", nefarious plans can be effected.
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VitaminD10 - you're right, however, it would appear that the main reason for Tesla's existence is for the purpose of nefarious

surveillance & info gathering. Every Tesla auto is equipped with numerous cameras, sensors & "other than auto" technology, for

which, captures everything about the owner, but, more importantly, about everything where ever a Tesla goes. It can also

capture wireless communications, capture smart device data, etc., without anyone knowing. There are numerous incredibly

invasive & nefarious patents owned by Musk & others that are assigned to Tesla. Also, don't be surprised if Twitter is eventually

shutdown. Its very suspicious when around 50 of Tesla's top technology engineers parachuted into Twitter immediately after

the take over. One can reasonably assume that all of Musk's ventures are Deep State spying, surveillance & narrative control

operations.
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That people are suspicious about Musk and/or his motives I can understand. I do not ask to trust him. About his motives I can

only guess, but I think he revealed the secret Twitter >les not for us but for own bene>ts. He is more a man who goes his own

way than to follow a group such as the WEF. The WEF tried to lure him in, but in the end he turned them down, and the WEF

reacted with an attack against him, they sold his Tesla stock short (An old George Soros trick), so the value went down

enormously.

This made Musk anger, so he bought Twitter to get his revenge by exposing them. Then the Klaus Schwab said the WEF will

boycott Twitter and use Chinese twitter imitations instead. But the important thing is not Musk's motives, but his revelations.

However a new kind of censorship is coming, >rst in Canada, and then surely in the USA, see under about Trudeau. When the

Online Streaming Act becomes law in a few months, section 9.1(1)(e) will give Trudeau the power to order Internet companies

like Google, YouTube, Facebook and Instagram to promote or hide whatever news sources he likes.

Trudeau already owns the government journalists at the CBC. And with his media bailouts, he rents 99% of the rest of

journalists. He controls what they say. So he just seethes when he looks at Rebel News, one of the last independent news

companies in Canada. Which is why he sneaked section 9.1(1)(e) into the law.

www.rebelnews.com/justin_trudeau_says_2023_is_the_year_rebel_news_must..
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Elon Musk said he's "open to the idea" of buying publishing platform Substack after a Twitter user said doing so would give him

control over the "narrative layer" of the internet.  Musk was responding to a thread started by conservative commentator Dave

Rubin who alleged that YouTube and Google's "manipulation for political purposes is FAR worse than Twitter's." Musk replied to

Rubin's tweet with a thinking face emoji. One user then continued the thread and suggested Musk should try and buy Substack,

the subscription newsletter platform now used by many prominent journalists The user said: "You would have the information

layer with Twitter and the narrative layer. Corporate media would then have specialize on reporting government leaks, from

'people familiar with the matter.'" Musk responded by saying: "I'm open to the idea."

www.businessinsider.com/elon-musk-is-open-to-buying-publishing-platfor..
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DeanFx
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All these Twitter >les, leaks, revelations are just a smoke screen to distract all of you. While you are taking, discussing and wasting

time digging in this crap trying to >nd some pearls, momentous and signi>cant event are unfolding, the ones that deserve extensive

coverage because of their far-reaching and devastating consequences. What I’m alluding to is WHO MEETINGS TO FINALIZE AND

SIGN GLOBAL PANDEMIC TREATY, SENATE’S PASSING OF THE DIABOLICAL OMNIBUS SPENDING BILL, that scumbag and complete

moron FTX FOUNDER BANKMAN-FRIED GETTING BAILED OUT (paying a miniscule amount of $250k), his house arrest after having

stolen 10 billion of people’s money (brazen robbery in broad daylight without any consequence.

I believe he got away scot free because he invested stoned money into the right cause), FDA TARGETING HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE

AS WELL AS WAR ON SUPPLEMENTS (aka Regulation of Dietary Supplements) and so on. The solution to your Twitter problem is plain

simple DELETE IT AND NEVER USE IT AGAIN, I can assure you that you won’t die from ditching your account. But will you be able to

easily escape from the digital prison they’re so darn eagerly and enthusiastically building for us? While the digital walls are being

erected right in of front of your nose, you look the other way and devote time talking about irrelevant crap, in this case it’s Twitter.

By the way, ELON MUST IS PLAYING A GOOD COP ADMIRABLY. It’s amazing and disheartening at the same time to see some many

people buying into this con and crappy artist Elon Musk. A lot have coated an idea that Musk’s accusation of Twitter is somehow good

and will restore free speech. FOR THOSE SLEEPING UNDER THE ROCK, MUSK HAS MADE AND KEEPS MAKING HIS FORTUNE ON

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS. And now you want to tell me that this douche bag Musk is going against them, will restore freedom of

speech? Keeping everyone distracted and entertained is an art, and the scum in the government and their masters are doing it

splendidly.
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Very good synopsis DeanFx.
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Not that long ago musky said we have to gain "acceptance" of the people..This needs to happen on a grand scale to make it

easier to DECEIVE the populace..And the way they have so eloquently prepped society over the years, makes it very much easier

now to implement the steal and take control...most likely will be achieved without >ring a single shot. A good movie for old uns..

First movie Katharine and Henry Fonda did. I really enjoyed this years ago and currently

rewatching..https://youtu.be/ii8DeyoWisU
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Trust no one.
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DeanFx indeed, what a convenient red herring Musk is. Even as I take delight in Musk's unmasking of the FBI, I realize he's

simultaneously a most convenient red herring for controllers. His unaffected composed demeaner seduces the casual observer

into believing he might be the premier example of Asperger like focus and productivity. Grace from reallygraceful

 www.youtube.com/watch   surmised that Musk's transparency is largely a red pill trust building publicity stunt that continues to

fuel polemics with the blue pill set. When Arther Firstenberg warned us a few years ago in his landmark book The Invisible

Rainbow, that tens of thousands of 5G satellites in orbit, the majority of which will be Musk's, was the beginning of the end for

humanity I decided nothing good can from this. And that's the lens through which I continue to view Musk's sleight of hand.

Those who lord over him bene>t because, as goes the saying, nothing in politics is an accident.
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I have lived without Twitter for 82 years, don't see why I can't do so for the rest of my life. As for billionaires, I trust them as far

as I can throw a full groen bull which isn't that far.
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DeanFx, You are correct about what people are being led to think about and probably about Musk too. What needs to be done

ASAP is to get us OUT of the UN and the WHO!! Please, everyone, contact your elected leaders by phone, mail, email, in person

to defund the UN and WHO and get us OUT. If the WHO treaty is signed, we will lose ALL of our sovereignty as Tedros, the

Communist put in place by the CCP, will be in charge. Tedros can then call a plandemic or whatever and we'd have to abide.

Failing to abide would bring in the UN blue hat military, >nes, censures, or whatever Tedros deemed necessary.

Is that what anyone wants here other than the globalists? The amendments to the WHO treaty were WRITTEN by BIDEN and his

crew!! They were voted on before but didn't pass because some African nations refused (possibly Hungary and Brazil too). The

latest maneuvers on the part of the WHO is to meet with the African nations to sway them into signing. The UN Agenda 21 or is

the format for the WEF's Great Reset, aka New World Order, or whatever name they're calling it.

Our current government, with its open borders, is pursuing the loss of our sovereignty so we can become part of that One World

mentality. Do NOT sign up for any digital ID as that's the >rst step to getting your bank account and the rest of your freedoms

removed. The move has been from cash to credit card (so easy to use!) and then they'll push to the one currency globally, a

digital means of governments stealing all you have and causing your serfdom.

This IS WARFARE of a different nature in the past. Become a warrior and do NOT allow them to take over. The Chinese model of

government is what they're aiming to do. As to Musk, he plans to wire people to the internet with his neuro links=exactly what

the WEF wants with transhumanism. READ, become informed of the terminology, >ght peacefully, resist and do NOT take ANY

jabs that they are calling "vaccines", nor give them to your children, EVER. All are mRNA.
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“The solution to your Twitter problem is plain simple DELETE IT AND NEVER USE IT AGAIN” You have restored my faith in this

column, Deanfx. I have been advocating detoxing your life from social media for years. Without subscribers’ data , it would be a

powerless, empty shell with no revenue. And now that Musk is rumoured to be interested in buying substack, will these

platforms be reliant on the whims of yet another power addicted monopoly player? Who knows? Not worth the risk. Go for a

walk in the woods or by sea with friends or family and talk to them - a more rewarding experience than the virtual world.

 maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/alt-saviour-elon-musk-hints-at-buying?utm_s..
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The most shocking thing about Twitter's revelations about the Intel community's years-long stranglehold on social media is not

just the viciousness of the FBI, CIA, and others colluding to enlighten the American electorate, but the fact that there is no

institution. on earth who can intervene to adjudicate or discipline these rogue agencies. No one expects the father of the FBI,

the Justice Department, to investigate any of this. “America stands at a crossroads, a threshold, a tipping point. All the vital

institutions of the country have been destroyed, at least partially, especially those that are in charge of the rule of law, which

was the best thing we had going for us.

The Deep State is real: the weaponization of a national bureaucracy against the nation itself. Let's just hope America's public

health aristocracy will be forced to testify under oath before the newly reconstituted House committees and ultimately to their

dishonesty. The past efforts of this gang to mislead the public on Twitter and other social media will be well documented." The

dynamics of American leadership are truly bewildering and have been for two whole years.

Will the mysteries be revealed in 2023? Personally, I think so. Things are lining up in that direction, though who knows if the

damage can be reversed at this point. And now in the shape of things to come... “2023 could be a pivotal year for America if the
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pervasive lies can be exposed, digested, and believed. All of that exposure has to happen amidst continued squandering toward

the Great Reset agenda." Truman Verdun www.lewrockwell.com/2022/12/james-howard-kunstler/forecast-2023-get-ou..

 (12/31 /2022)
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Is it really that hard for people to understand why Musk was allowed to purchase Twitter and all these >les being exposed? Twitter had

plenty enough time to destroy all links before Musk arrived. This information is getting out because the deep state wants to tell us

they are in complete control and there is nothing we can do to stop them.  Do yo think they could do this via the normal MSM

channels? NO. People need to quit drooling over this information and thinking something will be done in the courts.  The courts are

DEEP STATE.  We are on our own and we have one way out, but this means getting the liberal base to understand that if we do not act

collectively to resolve this, all of us are going down soon.  Twitter can at least be useful in this regard. Otherwise, it is just theatre and

the deep state is laughing at all of us.
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Likely all true.
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How right you are. Musk is just another huge *** of the divide and conquer plan. His ex-wife, btw, is a practicing satanist, tight

with the likes of Maria Abromavich.
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Yes, likely true. Personally, I don't give a cip about Twitter or FB or social media. It's all a distraction and side-show. I don't know

anything about Musk, and don't care about the dude, and don't understand the fascination with the dude. From what little I know

about him, he's known for sending rockets into the air, he's not very good at it (nor is anyone, we stink at space travel, get over it

folks, it's a distraction), and he created a car company that still runs off of the grid (See "Planet of the Humans").  He's probably

just another among a very long list of bad actors. Even Dr. Mercola has posted on this very site that Musk is or is attempting to

blanket the planet with his 5G satellites. Yeah, sounds like a great guy. Moving on.
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Yes, the courts are the deep state. I witnessed this personally when the court threw out a lawsuit claiming the heavy metal toxin

"gadolinium" was harming people on a technicality; again allowing Pharma and the FDA to continue poisoning the population.
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Read Nostradomus's prediction for 2023
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* "a variation of what House Speaker Nancy Pelosi calls the "wrap-up smear," where they leak a lie to the media, and then they use that

media report as "evidence" that the lie is true, and it just goes in circles from there." * This sounds similar to the man brought up in

front of the court for murdering his father, Judge, surely you can show some mercy, as you well know, I am an orphan now. When

bombarded with these tactics and more how can we >nd much or any trust in media outlets or the many institutions? It's an always

open spigot Cornucopia for military spending to protect our country, the forest, the water, the land, businesses, the people's & society,

yet we're told there is no money for those same things.
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Yes, JUST, corruption is an insidious plague that has a wide spectrum of corrosive consequences for society. In which leaders

to trust the corrupt command of institutions and the media? , very few resist the power. The control of people, including health,

by computer means is a reality that surpasses fantasy, and the struggles between candidates to govern a country with lies and

deceit manifests itself in all elections. Promises that are mostly not ful>lled. Health and the economy are aspects that greatly

concerns the population. and the strategies to reach power is to invest in propaganda and dominate social networks and other

media.

The contracts and the dependency are carried out as the elections progress. Health, energy policies, the world of

communications, etc., are in the negotiation. Politicians who have power have two aspects to attend to: gaining more power and

above all not losing it. Lobbies enter this framework, especially the pharmaceutical and military, when ethical and moral duty is

absent. FBI Supervisory Special Agent Chan recently testi>ed in that case, testifying under oath that the FBI had developed a

command post ahead of the 2020 and 2022 elections, sending election-related posts to Twitter and other social media

platforms.

The globalist elite, the cabal of government oQcials, agencies, careerists, politicians, intelligence personnel and the media. they

have completely corrupted all governmental institutions. The culprits of this situation meet in Davos, they are the control of the

G20 to continue with the strategies of disinformation, manipulation and control.
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FAUCI, BIRX, FRANCIS COLLINS, BARIC, AZAR, DASZAK, BOURLA, BANCEL, JHA, NJOO, THERESA TAM, WALENSKY, DOUG

FORD, WILLIAMS, KIERAN, MARKS, DE VILLA, JNI, HOTEZ, TEDROS, CDC, FDA OFFICIALS, HANG HIGH! “We want you all

investigated and you allowed to defend your every insane action. Hotez too. Your role in causing deaths. Bright, do not think we

forgot you Rick. Gupta of CNN and his insanity and that media type. We need him investigated too. All in media who conspired

with CDC, NIH, FDA to mislead and deceive the public with fraud information. All! You too Siegal of FOX, you too Cavuto, your

vaccine shill dangerous types. All and any one who it is shown to have played a role in the fraud lunacy of the COVID lockdowns,

I want you investigated, and punished!

All you CEOs of TWITTER and the ones there who cut us off and cancelled us and blocked us as we gave the nation proper

science to make decisions. You at FACEBOOK, CEOs, all. This must be Nuremberg 2.0, you must swing from gallows for what

you did! You could not be that inept so we need this investigated to see how you all did so much wrong. I say there is and was a

level of malfeasance and we need to know who, when where, what, who ordered what, who was incentivized how.”

palexander.substack.com/p/fauci-birx-francis-collins-azar-bourla?utm_s..  (12/27/2022)
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I lost faith in politics, judges, media years ago when I started paying attention to what they were saying, double talk, lies meant

to deceive. Medical machine was next. They push pills, chemicals that do nothing to cure, just control saymptoms while causing

other diseases like shingles, cancer, especially lymphoma, tuburculosis, kidney and liver failure, heart attacks, strokes. As a lab

tech for dermatoligists in the 70's, I had to test blood counts for white blood cells in young people with acne. Aristicort caused

white blood count to rise especially when they took extra because they wanted it to work faster. Drs knew it was harmful yet

continued to prescribe it. The patients wanted it for a fast >x and drs were more than willing to give it to them, kept patients

coming back every week, more money in their pockets!  None of them want to protect us from any disease, danger or to protect

the environment. ALL THEY CARE ABOUT IS ME, MYSELF AND I.
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Very good Dordee, you have had an exemplary conduct. "The dangerous business with health" (2018) is a documentary on

German television DW that focuses on the business found in medical devices, which poses a worrying outlook for doctors and

society in general. Based on the review of concrete examples, the >lmmakers show how medical devices can cause injuries or

even kill, in part, due to the lack of rigorous regulation, with insuQcient evaluation of eQcacy and safety. It is an industry that

moves more than 300,000 million euros a year, which is undoubtedly a business, but it can entail other invaluable costs, such as

quality of life, pain, sexual performance, work capacity or, "People even pay with their lives" for the business, as one affected by

a plastic prosthesis says (Photo 1).

And it is that the device approval process seems to be the scenario where the logic of pro>t operates, a fertile >eld for

corruption. The word corruption is a derivative of the Latin corruptio, which is derived from the root of the verb (co)rumpere

which means to break, split, damage, or spoil. In this way, any action that spoils or damages could be described as corrupt; If we

take Kant's deontological tradition, any action that harms others in the search for a particular bene>t is corruption. Hence, the

apt title of the documentary "business with health", which is nothing more than the description of a series of corrupt actions.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND TAKE HOME MESSAGES FROM SENATOR JOHNSON WITH DRS COLE, RISCH, THORP, MARIK, KORY,

MCCULLOUGH, WISEMAN, MALONE, ALEXANDER, AND OTHERS. On December 15th, 2022 we posted an indexed and time

stamped video of the entire three hour round table of Senator Johnson with top US experts, regarding the so called covid-19

“vaccines”. Here is very brief video material presenting the most important take home messages.

drtrozzi.org/2023/01/02/10-minute-highlights-from-senator-johnsons-exp..  (02/01/2022)
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America didn’t need Hunter Biden’s laptop to sink his father’s presidency. All we needed was to look at his record of lies, his racism,

fondling, sniQng children and women in public view, along with his lackluster performance in government oQce. However the powers

behind our government were concerned America May have a thread of intelligence left after decades of medical malpractice, food

poisoning, environmental toxicity and social engineering so they used their strong arms of corrupt intelligence agencies and corrupt

election systems to put a demented old man in oQce. Laptop or no laptop that stale, dirty cup of milk was holding oQce-
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Well expressed katndognco. and culminating on September 12, Joe Biden, issued another Executive Order illuminating the

scope of depravity that has gripped the US Executive Branch in the face of overwhelming evidence pointing to the misnamed

pandemic as the biggest scandal. doctor in history even as the greatest crime against humanity ever committed Joe Biden has

described the COVID-19 >asco as a great example of Yankee know-how in applied science. Through federal agencies such as

HHS, FDA, CDC, NIH, and the Pentagon, the US Executive Branch has signi>cant legal and moral responsibilities to protect the

public from the harmful and deadly attributes that can arise from design, manufacture and dissemination of new medical

products such as COVID injections.

On a monumental scale, the Biden administration has failed to protect its own citizens from the often deadly and crippling

attributes of COVID-19 clot injections. This American failure is having dire global rami>cations. There is much reference in the

Executive Order to the need to respect the principles of "equity" and "diversity" in the implementation of the new policies on

biotechnology and biomanufacturing.

However, there is no talk of the need to respect the most basic level of human rights and civil liberties. Rather, it is made to

appear that by demanding the loss of bodily autonomy, the way has essentially been opened for the engineering of

transhumanism for the survivors of the depopulation scheme that has been developed under the watchful eye of the decrepit

Biden regime. BIOTECHNOLOGY OVER HUMAN RIGHTS: US PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN ISSUES EXECUTIVE ORDER PROMOTING

“BIOTECHNOLOGY” AND “BIOMANUFACTURING” IN “AMERICAN BIOECONOMY”

www.globalresearch.ca/biotechnology-over-human-rights-us-president-joe..  (09/15/2022)
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An analysis by The Federalist correspondent Margot Cleveland: The deep state, through various federal agencies, operates a

protection operation of Biden to protect him and his corrupt son and brother from any serious legal risk. Said in ma>a terms,

politically speaking, Joe Biden is a "made man", so he will be protected from all responsibility, no matter what he or his family

does. “For years, our federal government has quietly operated a Biden protection scam. The public, however, only recently, and

haphazardly, learned the lengths federal law enforcement oQcials and government employees have gone to safeguard Biden

family secrets. Here are eight times our government put down scandals,” begins Cleveland, a graduate of Notre Dame Law

School. www.newstarget.com/2022-12-19-deep-state-exposed-running-protection-ra..  (12/19/2022)
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Kat it paints a telling story of what that "oQce" really is..Brandonistas will always be Brandonistas. Not that the Repubs are

much different..When people stop subscribing to party politics then we may see a wee bit of change... I like this tune very

much.. https://youtu.be/2fJ0zlwOT2E
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"If Elon Musk hadn't spent $44 BILLION DOLLARS to buy Twitter," The man who wants to put chips in our brain? Come on, folks.
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Elon Musk's Neurolink is being investigated as we speak. He has been using live monkeys in his inhumane experiments that are

causing great pain and suffering and death. Dr. Neal Barnard heads an organization, Physicians Committee on Responsible

Medicine, in Washington, D.C. This organization seeks to stop this kind of torture of animals in medical schools. It has been

successful and seeks to continue until this is stopped entirely. Musk has decided that our brains need to be connected to

arti>cial intelligence. This points to a mad scientist trying to open up a trans-human society. This would mean that a chip would

enter the human brain. To overlook this in what Musk is doing is folly. I'm a believer in God. Seems to me that Musk is trying to

usurp His power.
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At 82, I most likely will die before this happens, my greatest show of rebellion, not give them the satisfaction of killing me.
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I never heard this from any other media source, THANK YOU so much to Dr Mercola, for your bravery to expose the disgusting things

the American government is doing to us. THANK YOU, THANK YOU!
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How about this from Jim Rickards announcing to anyone who is willing to plunk down $49:

pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/p/awn_bidenbuckstac_1022/LAWNY8AO/Full?cak.. : Exec order 14067 Signed 3/9/22 I think we

have until June to use our cash before switching to Biden Bucks.
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People still cannot see the forest for the trees. Corruption has always taken over systems because the people are still overall GREEDY.

Everyone wants their slice of the pie even if the vast majority only get crumbs. I will write it again.. the blame game is virtue signaling.

We must see the logs in our own eyes and be the change or nothing will change. Energy cows where attention goes. Each person has

the choice about where to put their attention. May all beings wakeup and heal!!!
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"the blame game is virtue signaling" . . . I think this is true cd, and like seeing it here. There is corruption but our emotional

reactivity to it helps feed it. What you resist, persists . . . an old adage. As much as we can, to live connected to the light of truth.

Truth isn't corrupted by lies. And we don't need to tell them.
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It is a pleasure to read your recections, cdbevis and imaginal. Humanity is following in the footsteps of Machiavelli's politics. As

you know, the classical politics of modern Western thought of the 17th century and part of the 18th century was clearly

incuenced by the ideas of Machiavelli, who maintained that since virtue was action, sooner or later its foundations would

change as a result of the transformations suffered by virtue. customs in history, and therefore would make virtue impossible. To

be virtuous, the individual had to live in a virtuous city, since in a corrupt one the individual would also be virtuous.

To practice virtue in a republic, a new foundation of his concept was necessary, which should rest on material property. For

Machiavelli, a republic was preferable to a monarchy because there are more geniuses among contemporaries and through the

diversity of their prudent voices, the government and citizens live better, since the best decisions are made for the happiness of

the subjects, the ultimate goal of politics if it is to be virtuous. However, Machiavelli advocated in his writings that in politics the

end justi>es the means, and that in the struggle for power the important thing is to succeed, so lying, cunning, violence and

buying people with money were justi>ed.

and they gave better results than the truth or the good treatment of citizens. He showed that to prevail in politics inevitably

required conduct that would often go against faith, morality and religion, and required effective rhetoric of dissimulation and

deception. Rulers must keep up appearances, even if they constantly jump on them, he said.
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What difference is there with the attitude of many of today's politicians? Machiavelli knew that in politics morality was not

harmonized with force, honesty with corruption, and decency with the buying of consciences. He, unlike the politicians of his

time and many today, never got rich and when he lost his job he brought poverty to his family. "Prudent men usually say, and not

by chance or without reason, that whoever wants to see what is to happen must consider what has happened, because all

things in the world, at any time, have their just replica in the past. .. The human being is, then, always the same and,

consequently, so is history and politics".
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Ambassador777
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Nothing that comes from mass media or Washington can be trusted, any more. The early Walter Cronkite days, when there was more

truth than >ction, ended with the Clintons. John Adams, observed, “Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious People. It

is wholly inadequate to the government of any other.”
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scandalous? No, criminal as in treason.
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“If you're still under the naively mistaken belief that there is no Deep State, the Twitter >le dumps1from Elon Musk detailing how

Twitter, before his acquisition of the company, was coerced into doing the FBI's bidding, with actual FBI agents on its staff to control

the online narrative, ought to set the record straight.” Before coming to that conclusion, the very fact that governments came to a

simultaneous decision to, for example suppress effective remedies against viral infection, as well as mandates, social distancing,

lockdowns, mask wearing, the cancel culture to supposedly stop the spread speaks volumes about the existence of a coordinated plan

of action.

We know that WHO member countries follow the diktats of their WHO masters, we know that banking cartels have been controlling the

global economy for a very long time and funded the Na-zi war machine , we know that WEF graduates of Schwab’s school of

brainwashing have long since in>ltrated commercial and political organizations, but where most think the whole plandemic was a

pre-amble to one world government by e,g, 2030, the possibility exists that we already have one, albeit a secretive and elusive one,

according to Dr Meryl Nass. .Whether it is a committee or even an overlord, she does not say. This makes more sense than a gradual

take over or even seamless coup d'état by the WHO. https://merylnass.substack.com
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Hi Cabochon, This is for you and everyone - 39 minute assemblage has had over 200k views over the past few days: "Dr. John

Campbells Awakening: The End of evidence based Medicine" - - www.youtube.com/watch  - amazing step-by-step progress

through his awakening, snatched from the posting - "This is not a critique of Dr. Campbell. I have great respect for his ability to

change his mind when the evidence points him in another direction" - grab this while you still can!
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Simply put, the country has been taken over. We are under occupation. It took decades, but the death blow was the JFK assassination

by deep state. After that we lost heart and spirit. Sel>sh materialism rose ascendant, and God was pushed out of the institutions and

the culture. Unless the church rises up and proclaims the truth of the Gospel to individuals and in the public arena, all is lost. There is

no other power that can save us now. Canada is lost, the UK is lost, as is most of Europe, America is lost, and now Brazil has

succumbed. It will take divine intervention to save us at this point.
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Problem Paul is that the Church has been hacked and any mention of the TRUTH will most likely land you in chains ... Best to go

DIRECTLY to the main source, cut out the middle crooks..
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Now the churches promote vaccinations. That's the writing on the wall.
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And abortions right across the board, with "Poop"Francis and the Vatican is not condemning this wickedness, as a matter of fact

he's promoting it....Evil as it comes and this does not raise a red cag in their community..
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With all of this information coming out, does anyone still believe we have fair elections? I know of too many people that were life-long

Dems or had never voted before in their life that voted for Trump in 2020. My wife was one of them. She made up her mind in Mar

2020 while watching the coverage of Trump's press conferences. Every day we sat here watching NBC and other left-wing media

sources waiting for "updates" from the Trump Administration. I would get a noti>cation on my CELLPHONE from OAN (One American

News) that the President and/or his press secretary was speaking to the press.

My wife and I would look at each other a go "WHAT???"....."Why is there no coverage of this from ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, etc?" We would

channel surf over to Fox News and sure enough the president was giving a press conference (updates) on the pandemic. This went on

throughout ALL of 2020! The straw that broke the camel's back for my wife was FAUCI lying about Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine

(HCQ). The day he came out and declared HCQ ineffective and DANGEROUS was the lightbulb moment for her. All of the conspiracy

theories I had been telling her about that concerns big pharma suddenly became legitimate because she knew HCQ was bene>cial for

treating covid-19 victims whether it actually had any antiviral properties or not.

HCQ is a Zinc ionophore. It forces Zinc into the cells where Zinc destroys the virus. HCQ is great at quelling the cytokine storm that

occurs in the lungs and drowns people in their own bodily cuids. She uses it in her lab for that reason. Twitter was the tool used for

this Astrotur>ng campaign by the deep state and big pharma. Now Elon owns Twitter. Will we ever get to the truth?
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Creepy, Sleepy Joe hid in his basement with a mask on. Did not campaign and "received" over 80 million votes. What do you

think?
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Hard to believe far more did not have a light-bulb moments during those times in 2020. Was just so in your face blatantly

obvious too wasn't it. Will we get to the truth? I think most of us here already know the truth. The real question is will anyone

who orchestrated it all and intentionally truly pay the price? I for one am not expecting it based on history of the swamp and

weak GOP typical rant and rave investigations which are just verbal scolding's telling us what we already know, and we get to

fund it all. We seem to be relegated to knowing truth, but that is the best you can expect which of course changes nothing

because the very same people remain in place doing this to us.

Until fear exceeds greed and narrative control for these mongers nothing changes. They need to "feel" real accountability. Not a

lost job or a resignation or typical verbal scolding, but actual real accountability which stops them from doing what they do. A

rapist will rape until IT is stopped. A thief will steal until IT is stopped. It's not rocket science is it. Just sayin
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9 outta 10 times Creepy, sleepy, sleezy Brandon didn't / doesn't even know where he's at..Shaking hands with invisible entities

etc..Being the chosen plant, he didn't need to do any campaigning, he had the deep state, silicon valley and the crooked Media

do it for him... all with ice cream in hand and foolish media asking hard questions like hey Joe what's your best cavors..Ah

lordie you can't make this Shitt up, light bulbs dim at best and most other >laments burned out..https://youtu.be/QptZ8tYZAkE
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As to the Dec. 21, 2022 FBI statement (on Twitter) that "conspiracy theorists" are discrediting the Agency: No, it's the corrupt people

within the Agency who are discrediting it.
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And make no mistake, an attack on the American public is an attack on all of us. The Deep State wants control over everything,

everywhere. That is clear. So we all need to be opposing the agenda, wherever we >nd ourselves. I don't know anyone from the ranks

of us, the people, who wants or voted for a One World Government.
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Klaus Schwab and the WEF.
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Every time someone buys pharmaceuticals or sees a doctor they are voting for "One World Government". Stop feeding the

machine! Just walk away from the medical system!
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Immediately following President Trump’s January 2017 inauguration ceremony, former President Obama boarded AF2 for California.

While the world was watching the Trump family and the inauguration parade in Washington DC, Obama’s >rst action as a private

citizen, was to attend a meeting that same day with all of the tech giants in Silicone Valley. At the time I found that very odd. Once they

started censoring everyone, it became very clear.
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That is just a small part of the deceiver's manuscript..No time was wasted in getting the guns pointed at the target..
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IMHO - the "root cause."  "The plain fact is that education is itself a form of propaganda - a deliberate scheme to out>t the pupil, not

with the capacity to weigh ideas, but with a simple appetite for gulping ideas ready-made. The aim is to make 'good' citizens, which is

to say, docile and uninquisitive citizens."~ H. L. Mencken .....  For context - from the end of WW I until the Great Depression, Mencken

reached an audience unmatched by any other political or cultural >gure in American history. Today he is largely forgotten.
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Educators love Marxism whether they admit it or not. Public schools are a one size >ts all Indoctrination Camps. That is straight

up Marxism! I never understood why someone who was good in math and was seeking an engineering degree needed to take

20+ hours of world literature, history, and creative writing classes. By the same token, a Liberal Arts major shouldn't have to take

math and science classes. It's a waste of time and money. No one has enough of either right now.
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math and science classes. It's a waste of time and money. No one has enough of either right now.
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KimSpirit
Joined On 6/27/2020 9:25:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to weep for the "unfairness" shown to Trump (I am a Republican). But then I remember that Donald Trump developed the

biological known as the COVID "vaccine", and he also initiated his own Orwellian Ministry of Truth to push the biological onto

salt-of-the-earth Americans (never mind Trump's role as a capo in the Epstein-Maxwell-Mossad child sex traQcking enterprise). This

is a "purple" uni-party. Republicans are now mostly the same as Democrats. The main difference in the Democrats is the presence of

two bearded ladies in Biden's cabinet. Regarding the Hunter Biden laptop story, there is something wrong with it and always has been.

A MAGA type with allegedly shadowy (intel) roots discovers HB's laptop dumped at his tiny shop. He allegedly sees stickers on the

mysterious vanishing car as it pulls off. This alleged tech somehow has the magic to get instantly through to Rudy G. Rudy G shouted

its discovery at the top of his lungs. However, Donald Trump, the nation's chief executive oQcer, did little to nothing to investigate the

laptop's origin, but kept blaming it on the FBI's non-actions. Hunter Biden appears to be as >lthy dirty as they come. However, the

laptop story smells like >ve-day-old >sh.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Well, of course. The laptop story is a >sh story.
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM
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Trump didn't make anyone take the vax. That was all Joe. And he was surrounded by traitors his whole term. Presidential power

is limited.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kim, you must of not have watched the interview with a top P>zer executive concerning the jabs. I believe it was 60 minutes, but

he was asked how they could possibly make a vaccine in 9 months when most new vaccines take YEARS to develop and test.

His answer was "We basically already have one.....we've been working on vaccines for SARS, MERS, and EBOLA for YEARS

using mRNA technology for years.....we can take the vaccine we have right now for SARS and inoculate everyone and it will

probably work for Covid-19 since it is more than 70% identical........all we have to do is tweak the SARS vaccine with a few

keystrokes of the computer and whala.....we can be doing human trial studies in 3 months!" Trump wasn't president when all of

that research into mRNA vaccines took place. They didn't build biolabs capable of creating those jabs in 2020. They were being

built from 2005 through 2015.
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LOL! If you saw what was on that laptop you would understand why it smells so bad!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The >sh always stinks from the head.. Trump was not perfect and we should never expect perfection from any man, but the

world was a much better place then than the shitt show we're currently in..We have at least 6 years of hard data to work with...

Contrast the last 2 with the previous 4..Regardless it won't make an ounce of difference to many, as we recently saw in the

primaries.. Attachment is a helluva thing. It's as good as it gets..
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM
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There are things about this mysterious Universe the earthly powers that be do not understand: Karma, cause and effect and right

actions (the ends do NOT justify the means.) The power of love, kindness and compassion. Everything and everyone is connected.

What we do to another we are literally doing to ourselves.  Everything we think, do and say is energy and spreads to the world.
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True that!
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Arlen1
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All of this information coming out and still there's no accountability. Does anyone here still believe there's a legal way to bring an end

to this? Every agency of the US Government is corrupt, so who's going to hold anyone accountable? There will be a revolution and that

is not necessarily a good thing. The consequences of a revolution will be separating of states. There's no doubt the South will separate

and most likely be led by TX. That sounds good to most of us. But, that means a new constitution or no constitution. That's not what

we want. The USA could become the next Middle East if something isn't done to end the deep state.
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rin1948
Joined On 1/22/2019 8:50:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy smoke!!! What I just read would be typically something you would hear coming out of China, Russia or say North Korea, but

America? Folks, communism isn’t on our door steps, it has breached the inter-sanctum and has stuck its fangs into the life blood with

the poison of bondage, not freedom! Where have all these anti-Americans come from? Who has >lled their hearts to behave like

communist? I’m inclined to believe there are many outside forces here at work, combined with those who follow after the

Democratic/Communist party .. there is no democracy in they’re ideology! God help us if freedom loving patriots can >nd the

ant-venom to what’s going on right now. There seems to be a whole lot more of them, than us!
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NaturaLove
Joined On 6/22/2022 4:06:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently found evidence that the CIA was created in 1948 by Hitler's General Garland and his top spies who were brought to the USA

via Operation Paper Clip. The document is on the CIA.gov website. It was written in 1982 and release in 2007. Here's the link:

www.cia.gov/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP88-01070R000100200004-9.pdf  Coincidentally 1948 was when US foreign policy became

aligned with corporate interests to install dictators in other countries who supported US resource extraction that began with bananas

and shifting to minerals, drugs and cheap labor. At this point the USA has over 800 military bases outside of our national borders.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so out of control... I live in a small town and now the best doctor has been accused of "knowing about" a massage therapist

"abusing hot girls". So, he has been forced to close shop until his trial... which is 7 months away, they accuse him of being complicit. Is

this how our laws work? Guilty until found innocent, just like the Jan 6 people in jail for 2 years now? No right to a "speedy trial"?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here , only my dr moved to an oQce closer to her home, she can ride bicycle to work, spend more time with family. Heart

dr retired, no replacement locally.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Starve the BEAST .. cut off all funding. Sell the buildings. Cancel all leases. If they own private business, con>scate them. Prosecute

as many as possible. Make it a full spectrum war on the criminals.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Where do we >nd judges who have not been bought, intimidated or fooled by them? Only one I know of, God.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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All great suggestions but WHOSE gonna do what you suggested.. Frankly i don't know anyone with the required capabilities..
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I admire Elon. Soon I expect a FBI raid on Elon.
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Or he is one of them!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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If there ever is one it will be all theater. He is one of them.
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Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM
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Governments all over the World use propaganda to get out a message or quash one! Hunter Biden is not an elected US Government

oQcial so I could care less about his laptop or his sex and drug addiction issues. He DOES however need help to deal with all this and

hope he’s getting it. Also, he is not the >rst child or sibling who has had a magnifying glass pointed at them. Do I need to do a roll call

on the many relatives of both Democrat and Republicans who have run afoul of the law or have sordid personal lives UNRELATED to

their Presidential relative? What’s going on with Twitter and Facebook is nothing new. As we saw during the Bush43 Administration,

citizen’s cellphone data was handled over to Government Agencies by major cellphone and landline companies, NO QUESTIONS

ASKED.

The reason given when lame-stream media inquired was “to protect the homeland!” No, they were keeping tabs on those writing and

speaking negatively about the administration and wanted them under surveillance and devised ways to incuence the public.

Remember the “Minders” from 2002-2005 (Government Snitches) who would pop up at swanky Washington Social Functions, listen in

on discussions being had and then report back to “someone” to pool this information and then the Administrator would craft the day’s

messages to the public and media?

The only difference is that now Facebook and Twitter are both being used to do it! Trying to sway people away from the truth or feed

them lies is WRONG no matter who is doing it, Government or media! As I mentioned previously, in late 2021, 200+ product reviews

were deleted and I was banned from posting any more reviews on Amazon as they claimed they “detected suspicious activity on my

account” but when I inquired, they would not tell me what this “suspicious activity” was. I wrote them emails saying I was willing to,

and still am willing to take a Polygraph Test. They simply replied that their decision was >na. Shenanigans are EVERYWHERE!
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only problem is that Obama's warmongers and the Bidens' corruption in Ukraine has brought on the concict with the risk of

the special operation to de-Nazify and de-militarize the puppet junta in Kiev going nuclear, taking out US cities with millions of

casualties.
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Lynnfay
Joined On 9/17/2009 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please. This is NOT about Hunter Biden--it's about JOE Biden and what they were doing--otherwise, it wouldn't have been

covered up, obviously. And they knew it would do him in.
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The government destroyed and imprisoned Assange for doing the same as Elon. The question is whether we'll allow them to do it

again.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Who will allow? There is no permission required or granted.
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s hilarious that the FBI has been busted with mountains of proof but they are going to try to lie and say it’s not true? What idiots.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. They're not idiots. It's pure genius. The real idiots are the people who will believe it: which is more than half of our

population. It's also very eQcient. If you have deranged everybody to the point where you can make them believe that Lake Erie

is overcowing while making the announcement from it's parched bottom, there's no need for a control group. Bullets are passe'
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

they KNOW all they have to do is lie because they also know no one will hold them accountable. A thief will steal until IT is

stopped. A rapist will rape until IT is stopped. What will stop the multiple corrupt agencies in America. The feeble weak rant and

rave GOP who will once again soon put on some entertaining political theater, but will it STOP it? We live in a land of

lawlessness now and zero accountability in the real sense
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not idiots. It works every time. The idiots are We The People who accept it.
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Lynnfay
Joined On 9/17/2009 9:48:02 AM
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That's what they've done all along. It's 1984. They know they can say ANYTHING and make the majority of people believe it.

They've been doing it for years.
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets hear it for the Others!!! FBI  Others!
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roadmaster
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:48:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over the years, I've had many suspicions about how high, how wide, and how deep this rotten criminal conspiracy is, but every day

brings more of their evil machinations into the light. So, what do we do? "They" control the Just-Us system, from bottom to top, and

certainly aren't going to prosecute themselves. This is Orwell's "Animal Farm" becoming reality for the entire planet. Sean Hannity has

said over and over, "there are good, honorable people still working at the FBI." Really? WTF are they, as everything we hold dear

descends into concict, chaos and destruction? On purpose...
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agents have no power, no authority, over the agency. Only over us.
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s my question: When this whole purchase of Twitter by Elon Musk was in the works, why didn’t the ruling class of elites at Twitter

purge these >les of their “damning evidence?” Are we being played by these “revelations” as well? Personally, I’m not buying anything

that anyone says anymore ever, except for the only truth out there, God’s word.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And whilst all this is going on, the powers that shouldn't be carry on weather modi>cation...the spraying up there of goodness knows

what? Nearly Every day where I live. The continuance of sending more satellites into the upper atmosphere despite the enormous

carbon footprint (which is >ne as long as it's not the general public doing it) in order to implement the 'Internet of EVERYTHING'; utter

madness considering that the necessary radio waves 3+4+5+ possibly 6G are dangerous to ALL life on the planet...not to mention the

absolutely INSANE idea of Billy Gates to...and I quote..."Dim the sun".

Are we the many, going to allow the insane few to decide how we should all commit to the suicide of the many by never looking at ALL

which is going on? War is wonderful distraction, whilst also serving the purpose of enriching the few further, as are the Twitter

revelations which have erupted as an equal distraction to the questions we should be asking and the actions we should be

examining...Musk is all in favour of Trans-humanism with his proposed Neuro-link, all part of the Internet of Everything. Add CBDC's,

and Voila! A total control mechanism!
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks to me the Democrats have won the game through Big Pharma. Covid vaccines and the poor quality American diet combined

with lots and lots of new media propaganda guarantees most of our future money in this country will go to Big Pharma and a large

chunk of that will go to support the Democrat Party. Any opposition will be met with tons of Democrat money to investigate and at

minimum force the opposition to spend all of their money defending themselves. Back in the day of Jesus Christ, the religious majority

found overwhelming fault with Jesus, enough to justify cruci>xion to a sinless man. Is mankind any better today?
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Suzicreamcheese
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No, but there's still time for change!!! Free will was not given us for nothing...time to start using it!
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mik2428
Joined On 5/6/2021 10:30:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The predictable FBI response at the very end of the article demonstrates their complicity by their having to play the "conspiracy theory"

card- the desperate resort of those who cannot honestly defend their position.
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Lynnfay
Joined On 9/17/2009 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for posting this, Dr. Mercola. The last two years have been brutally terrifying in regards to our civil liberties and the role of

government. They are already spinning this as nothing, however. These totalitarian idiots control the media, the deep state

government, our universities, and entertainment--all spheres of incuence. It's terrifying. People are beginning to get the message, but

not sure if it will matter.
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Yallskiwallski
Joined On 1/2/2023 9:46:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Praise be to Jesus and may peace be upon you Dr. Mercola. You are a brave warrior of truth and are on the right side. We pray for and

are very fortunate to have prophets like you >ghting the good >ght on a daily basis. Long live the one true King. We are all protected by

his blood in Jesus name I pray. So be it.
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rld8356
Joined On 6/7/2015 10:39:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, you said:"the political machine of the hidden hand of power that controls both the major political parties in this country are their

true owners." My question is why is it NOBODY ever puts forth or seems to know the answer as to who is "the hidden hand of power",

behind both political parties?! Consider this how is it that no one in any party, prior, current, or through all these years, has ever leaked,

spoken, or spilled the beans on who is behind running both political parties and our country? Honestly, that would be against all odds

and makes NO sense when you think about it. Surely some in Congress, say, MTG, Gaetz, Lauren Bobert, Jim Jordan et al, would have

gladly and loudly shouted the info from the rooftops!

EVERYONE agrees there is a problem, just look at all of us here on this thread.....so where is/are any whistleblowers as to answer your

comment:""the political machine of the hidden hand of power that controls both the major political parties in this country are their true

owners." Why is it everyone seemingly, shockingly skips past the obvious....ppl do know...so how come NOBODY asks why nobody

knows and instead keeps pussyfooting around the seemingly top-secret question....WHO ARE THE THEY!? Having that answer would

be a rallying point for all sides to come together to defeat, stop and take down for the bene>t of all people!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently you have not viewed my posts of the 13 families (bloodlines) at the head of all evil. That is because they are quickly

deleted.
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Need our military to arrest all involved and take over this mess , There is no other way! Thank you DR. Mercola please keep up the

work as our future depends on people like yourself .
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it ironic how the U.S. openly criticizes and condemns many other countries calling them authoritarian and dictatorial when our

own country smells even worse and getting worse with every "Twitter Files dump ?? In political jargon it's called "projection"; when the

democRAT party calls out conservatives for doing something illegal or unethical all the while being the >rst ones to act illegally or

unethically. It seems perfectly logical that when political parties can no longer be trusted to do the right things that the resulting

government itself is indeed untrustworthy and as Thomas Jefferson wrote into the Declaration of Independence "destructive

governments must be dissolved and a new one formed that holds to the original establishment document".

So with the knowledge we are presented with every day now how do we do something to stop the destruction and physically punish

the traitors? Complaining about the damage to the country hardly seems to do anything. The dog >ght between the demoncRATS and

Republicant's does we the people no good at all. God help us, PLEASE !!!
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rebbyreb99
Joined On 6/25/2013 12:28:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't tell you how safe I feel in this country knowing the FBI/DOJ is for the American people. POS
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VetIndy88
Joined On 1/2/2023 4:24:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been a follower of Mercola Health information for many years. He has always been a guiding light for those who wish to seek

true health. For those of you who think you can blacken my eye with words you can comment all you want after I log off. I have the

self-control to never log back on to hear/read your retort. Perhaps that is what most of you need is the self-control to stay off t-witter.

Twitter is for twits and twats. For those of you who fancy yourselves as conservatives your credentials pale in comparison to mine. I

am far more conservative than you and I self-identify as a Liberal. My pronouns are Deity, Demi-God and Rock-star Liberal. I served

nine years on Active Duty and heard the same class of people whining about Bill Clinton making the military weak.

You people don't ever stop whining. You have stolen more elections than Red Socks have stolen bases. You whined about the supreme

court legislating under the judicial branch and then used the same court to instill a president who lost the election by having his

brother who was a sitting governor cast doubt on the election results via your "hanging chad >asco." This is history young whiny

babies so ingest it and apply it to your lacking knowledge. More recently you morons used the Judiciary to strike down abortion

access in this country that does not sound like a democratic deep state effort? Why are you surprised that trump lost to Joe Biden

when he lost by 2 million votes to Hillary Clinton.?
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Divide and rule keeps on working brilliantly...lets keep it up to ensure the powers which shouldn't be will always have the upper

hand...democrats,republicans,socialist,communists,libertarians,shmarians! Common ground is where it's at!! Then we'll gain

strength.
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p.h5820
Joined On 3/1/2021 11:43:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

they say we live in a free country, freedom of speech and over our own bodies. They are lying to us. We are just drones to use and

abuse ..look what they did with Coverd 19 and it’s still doing it. I wake each day dreading the news that I will be forced to take another

Coverd 19 vaccination. I can’t get out of it I have debt and family to support.
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Joined On 2/8/2012 9:38:32 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola, your article is brilliant! I >nd your analysis to be accurate. The globalists in USA, use ESG (Environment, Social

Governance) as government control of EVERY American Business—with ALLthePEOPLE effected, it’s how “they” pervert our schools,

steal tax dollars, destroy OUR energy grid. We must know that Government Agencies are NOT law abiding. WEthePEOPLE must

Activate, Do Not Comply, spend cash, move assets, Don’t Get Any Injections-when you know, you know. ELECTIONS are Critical, “they”

are controlling OUR Vote.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So all of you who are addicted to your cell phone and take it with you ALL THE TIME and EVERYWHERE, JUST KNOW that the

intelligence agencies approve of the best personal tracking device that millions WILLINGLY take with them everywhere they go OUT OF

HABIT, the CIA and other 3 letter agencies as well as their fake and criminal Social Media contact companies approve overwhelmingly

and beg you not to stop!!! As most are HOPELESSLY ADDICTED to their phones, I'd bet most are still in dreamland and will be until

their..."untimely demise". Especially so for the Vaxed crowd...
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Twitter CEO Elon Musk blasted President Joe Biden’s outgoing Chief Medical Advisor Dr. Anthony Fauci on Wednesday, December 28,

for overseeing the creation of the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) bioweapon that has killed millions around the world.

www.newstarget.com/2023-01-01-musk-blasts-fauci-for-overseeing-covid-b..
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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The CDC and it's head were useful until they no longer were...Fauci...if we let it happen...will be scapegoated, but nothing else.

Those pulling the puppet strings will use any methods. And we may well have to forgive them, as they truly 'Know not what they

do'. immersed as they are in their fear of loss and reprisal, unable to look past their noses. Very sad and very dangerous.
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badboy2
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The FBI has/had become a discredit to the American people for a very long time.
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I was thrown from Twitter before the presidential election. I wonder if FBI did it to me. I shared a video from UKR where Big Guy talks

to the Ma>a Boss how to wash money.
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Happy New Year to all of you health and sanity seekers! I hope one of you can direct me to a data source for a question that keeps

coming my way. I am told that the mRNA jabs have saved more lives than they have caused. I’d love to >nd data that refutes that claim.

Thanks!
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It would be suQcient to >nd data that proves it. None yet. But there is a lot of data that refutes it,
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brianallen1
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Scandalous? Nope, business as usual.
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Joined On 1/2/2023 9:46:01 AM
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I live in Albuquerque, NM. About a half an hour away from Facebook and I can attest to the fact that they are violating people's civil

rights not only virtually (electronically) but physically, going in our homes, gangstalking, and surveillance to that which could only be

matched in Communist China. The fall of the USA is coming from within our borders, by our own. I thank God everyday for the freedom

>ghters like JFK, MLK, RFK, Jr, and Mercola. But also we must pray for them. And pray for those yet to come to the truth the way and

the light that is Jesus Christ our true lord and savior. John 3:16 just as the power in his name our words will not be forgotten.
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Where is the link to the animal trials. In all this time. I have not seen it.
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VERY IMPORTANT: possible solution. Many seem discouraged because the corruption is so vast, spanning both parties and even state

governors, that is feels hopeless. But the man speaking in the below video has a very interesting solution that he says could be done in

3 months. PLEASE take the time to listen to the below, and especially his solution, which he says has been accomplished and proven

to work elsewhere. This guy, Trevor Loudin, talks about the many communists in our government (both parties) and it is vast. But he

also has an interesting solution he presents in the last half. See what you think.

www.brighteon.com/adff832e-9b19-4ae8-a7e5-710a9f425dc5
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This incuence peddling is truly vast with the CCP within the swamp! Notice how Repubs always talk about it, but do little to

remove the poison.
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People need to wake up and realize that "social media" was developed and devized by our government (DARPA and the CIA) as a

voluntary surveillence system. Facebook, for instance, was developed as "LifeLog" by DARPA. (You can do a search on Duckduckgo)

Regina Dugan , the >rst female head of DARPA, recently left Facebook. The CIA has an oQce in Silicon Valley called "In-Q-Tel"
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"We'll know our disinformation campaign is complete when everything the American public believes is false." --William J. Casey,

Former Director of the CIA.   historyheist.com/william-casey-well-know-our-disinformation-program-is..
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The Hunter Biden coverup will likely be remembered as the biggest scandal in US history, dwar>ng the Watergate scandal involving

Richard Nixon. As long as Dem0cRATs remain a force in governing this country, the rule of law will be abandoned and the war against

the American citizen waged.
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Yes, An analysis by The Federalist correspondent Margot Cleveland: The deep state, through various federal agencies, operates

a protection operation of Biden to protect him and his corrupt son and brother from any serious legal risk. Said in ma>a terms,

politically speaking, Joe Biden is a "made man", so he will be protected from all responsibility, no matter what he or his family

does. “For years, our federal government has quietly operated a Biden protection scam. The public, however, only recently, and

haphazardly, learned the lengths federal law enforcement oQcials and government employees have gone to safeguard Biden

family secrets. Here are eight times our government put down scandals,” begins Cleveland, a graduate of Notre Dame Law

School. www.newstarget.com/2022-12-19-deep-state-exposed-running-protection-ra..  (12/19/2022)
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Don't believe Republicans are any more ethical. They are every bit as evil. They just don't shove it in your face.
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There is a faction of Republicans who are as anti-conservative/progressive/Marxist as the Dem0cRATs. They are led by

McConnell who is followed by a gang of at least 18 Republican senators. They are aligned with the old Bush/Cheney globalist

party and are as never-Trump as any Dem0cRAT. These 18 need to be primaried at the next opportunity if the party is to survive.
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Dems are still loved and protected by half the country. Talk to them.
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The parasite class has really stepped up their game during and since you know what. And they have a plan. You can >nd out what a

large part of that plan is by searching the WEF, or watching "The Hunger Games", or the Star Wars spinoff "Andor". (Be sure to watch to

the end of the credits after the last episode). The only way to counter them is with an alternative, which so far doesn't exist. Here's my

suggestion. With a few tweaks, (such as being decoupled from politics), the US Military could serve as a foundational structure for a

new Global Administration System.

The GAS would encompass all humans on the planet and would be responsible for providing each person with the same amenities,

rights and security as a member of the military (and we will all be on the same side for once). The GAS would analyse, implement,

operate and maintain the current and future technological systems we'll need to maintain our civilization such as global food

distribution, air traQc control, space-based systems, etc.

Education and training are a part of this. Rank will continue to exist, however, money will not. To create a GAS from scratch is out of

the question. The US Military is uniquely positioned to expand into a GAS. There are caveats... the GAS must be decoupled from

politics and the current mission must change. The new mission must be to ensure the continued habitability of the planet for humans.

A GAS is not a government. It is a tool to be implemented by free humans.

There will be no opt-out or opt-in. Shelter, food, water, security and education will be available, to all, at all times, with no strings.

Those who choose to, may advance in rank by completing education. I don't know all the answers to all your questions and "devil's

advocate" BS. I'm sure you can come up with 10,000 things that can go wrong. Instead, how about thinking of ways to get started, and

what kind of impact a GAS would have on your life. Compared to living on a prison planet, that is.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can't >nd a homeowners association that is not biased and corrupt and you expect the entire military to be honest, ethical

and lead us to the Promised Land?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 8:19:54 AM
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just another one world government led by guys with guns. The military and police protect property. They are the other half of

the military industrial complex and do most of the dirty work. Are you a paid operative?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 8:26:33 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like communism to me. Sorry, I get the bene>ts of all my/our hard work. If I planted the wheat, watered the wheat,

harvested the wheat, ground the wheat, kneaded the bread and baked it, I get to eat it:):):)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 9:38:52 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But once they have "the power" who will control them? Will they fall prey to the more I have the more I want syndrome?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 12:49:32 PM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll be growing my own food. I don't need or want to be any part of what sounds like an engineered society. That sounds like

something a Liberal would want. I'm sure most people would comply and join this social engineering project.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 1:36:45 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No offense to anyone; but if this is "news" to you, then you really weren't as awake as you thought you were. We live in an evil and

corrupt society and that evil and corruption has grown over the decades. Now we are faced with The Great Reset - with the WEF, WHO

and UN poised to take over this entire civilization. The proverbial frog in the pot of water is fully cooked!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think we are cooked just yet, but they made the water an inviting temperature and we climbed in willingly(years gone by)

by allowing this to happen without taking the steps to correct it. and now they have lowered the water and started to turn up the

heat without us being able to climb out of it.  But, we can get it out of it and it will take a "Hail Mary" effort to `do it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 7:12:47 AM
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uneamie
Joined On 2/16/2010 8:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly.....however most people are living their lives, careing for their families, working over time to meet the bills etc etc....they

are not digging into all this BS about our world as many of us do. And when they do get wind of some of the crimes that go on

they likely feel as I do....that we are pawns in this game of chest with no power to >x it. People say that our "vote" is our

power.....LOL We see where that got us in the last election when a man who did NO campaigning, lived in a basement, had only a
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power.....LOL We see where that got us in the last election when a man who did NO campaigning, lived in a basement, had only a

hand full of people show up at one of the only times he actually went out speaking versus his opponent who had thousands

attend every rally and who's support was clearly mega larger than Biden's but, .....we saw how that ended.

And when it was questioned we saw how they ostricized anyone who thought that election was rigged. The powers that

be....and yes, I believe the BS lives on both sides, the powers that be is simply a group of a large dictatorship rich in resources,

instead of ONE man like Hitler. It's actually more powerful than he was and will be harder to conquer.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the replies. --- Uneame; you omitted the most important fact of Creepy Joe...this clown is demented/senile and

belongs in a home for Alzheimer's patients! This man (who can't even read from a teleprompter is in the position of POTUS!

People really need to allow that insanity to sink in! The oligarchs are laughing at us...all of us!
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( Like  ) Dislike

 

Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 9:41:51 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people aren't "awake."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 11:28:25 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, the One World Government is a pipe dream. I do believe we will see a reset, but Schwab's vision of a New World Order

borders on schizophrenia. In my mind, there's no way we can sustain the level of government spending on pure BS and not go

into a recession and probably a depression. No one, except the >lthy rich, can afford "the green new deal" and all the bs climate

change propaganda. The 1st and 2nd Amendments are on shaky ground right now.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM
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This is simple. They violated the constitution, our laws, and rights. Every single one of them needs to be arrested, tried, and

imprisoned for life. No exceptions. Punishment for such atrocities must not be light.
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maxxon
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Isn't that the >rst responsibility of the U.S. Military, to protect the American citizenry from their enemies both foreign AND

domestic ? We had a president not long ago who >red many high ranking cag oQcers because they refused his demand that

they agree to use our military against the American population. What is left at the Pentagon now are the woke liberals who

accepted his demand. WE have no military protecting the population any longer. They now protect our communist sympathizer

dictator and a corrupt Congress.
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brianallen1
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And just who is going to accomplish all that?
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uneamie
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And the >nal out comes of all this BS will be???? Ta Da! NOTHING! Nothing will be done about all this treason against the American

public. Knowing all this serves to keep us on guard and have absolutely no faith or trust in our governemnt and agencies we always

thought were there for our bene>t. Now what?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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This is not a new phenomena.Quigley let the cat out of the bag in the '60's& the universities were turning out 'subversives' (gnostic

initiated Luciferians& wouldbe gods of various orders& levels) for decades before that. The attack began where it always does:

questioning& corrupting the preserved word of God, the revelation of God, w/the hands of power behind the puppets usurping the

honor, glory,& authority due to God alone:turning it to fallible men& the worship of the creature rather than the Creator who is forever

blessed.

Tempting& bribing, playing& 'managing' the sins of men: embracing the darkness seems pretty smart to the cunning thinking they've

some 'secret',some 'advanced knowledge', but it's really just bondage& self-destruction. When the corruption& lawlessness, the sleight

of men& cunning craftiness by which they seek to deceive, the power of the principalities& powers, the rulers of the darkness of this

world& spiritual wickedness in high places reaches a certain level& men refuse to repent to acknowledge truth coming w/ conviction&

pointing men to God& his word, then the Lord gives men over to their idolatrous desires& the darkness overcomes them, w/ judgment

following.

It all collapses in confusion w/absolutely no trust or meaningful communication possible:like this. Do we really believe the 'conscious

evolvers' aren't allowing us to see these things for a reason? while carefully cloaking their real purpose in so doing,& readying their

next& even more tyrannical 'solution/salvation' for the 'problem'?

The created crisis? Musk is a petty tyrant w/a technocratic elitist pedigree claiming agnosticism(willful unknowing)while kissing the

antichrist godman's butt over in Rome for favor, getting his dialectic gnostic marching orders:watch for a hard swing 'right'& much

persecution to come to any Masoretic Jew or King James Bible believer w/ the light that discomfortingly exposes every lie

w/Schoolmaster Law& the Lord Jesus Christ alone ful>lling it
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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Absolutely. God is sovereign, meaning, God is in complete control of this world that He created.
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Excellent observations. KJV only.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Yes, he is sovereign, his ways above our ways & thoughts above ours,& he never contradicts his word which always

accomplishes the thing for which it was sent, & according to the heart of the one receiving it w/humility or wresting it

presumptuously for illegitimate gain& glory. He promised to preserve his word& has, preserving it thru the stream out of

Antioch, not Alexandria,& culminating in the King James Bible ful>lling Psalm 12 & evidenced w/ many infallible proofs. It is

written that he will send strong delusion to those who refuse to love the truth that they might be saved,& evidenced in the Old

Testament when he allowed the lying spirit to put lies in the mouths of Ahab's false prophets,& gave Pharaoh over after he'd

repeatedly hardened his heart& followed his craft priests'lying signs against God,his prophet bringing his words,& his chosen

people.

Our commission is to faithfully warn, teaching men to observe all things whatsoever he has commanded. .Whosoever will may

know& choose for it is written& ordained of God not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance: yet

allowing men to choose lies w/o excuse& to their loss, reasoning w/ them, chastising& guiding those truly sons& not found to

be spiritual b-word we're not allowed to say anymore...I guess because it too strongly evidences God's paternity, order& way.

One thing I do know: no nicolaitan, which doctrine Christ hates, like to have that passage of Hebrews 12 brought up....cunning

men deceiving& being deceived, taken captive by philosophy& traditions of men, doctrines of devils.

Usurpers. He has written how all of this will end, evil men& seducers waxing worse& worse, until he who letteth is

removed...then the wrath of God falling in that time cut short else no cesh would survive it, he mercifully& decisively returning

to establish his kingdom from Jerusalem: no 'help' required from men w/ their taquiyya& 'mental assent' games of sophistry&

bloody force of impure motive
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Just to clear the air: The pejorative label "King James Only" was a sophist construct& is an excellent example of sophist craft&

marginalization:a bit like labeling those w/ the word of God exposing Rome thru the ages 'Manicheans' while Rome's own

testimony& boastings which they couldn't resist keeping in their bloody usurping pride belies that claim& charge levied over the

'hereticks', stirring up& using the purposely dumbed down by craft as the Jewish leadership the Romans&scripturally ignorant,

while the property of those dealing fairly amongst them& preaching the discomforting,but only salvi>c word of God, was

seized& divvied up w/ a cut to 'informers'& the 'lion's share' to the inquisitional antichrist 'church',its 'gods'& crony god

wannabes.

No king but Caesar. When robbing widow's houses isn't covetous or ambitious enough.It shifts the argument from which is the

true& preserved word of God to the sophist ground of 'nobody knows'& the impossible agnostic willful not-knowing& claims of

divinizing craft prophetic ability on the part of nicolaitans& presumptuous galore:just like the 1st synagogue of Satan

persecuted,stoned& killed the prophets sent to them,& then their King himself as their own ideas& the idolatrous ideas of the

surrounding pagans they picked up& cobbled in were overlaid the scriptures.

The 2nd synagogue of Satan which says they are Jews but are not repeat the same sins. They also misrepresent the position w/

their controlled op b.s. from that old fallen cherub& beast, their 'venerated' idols that aren't really idols(cuz they say

so),worshipping& serving the creature more than the Creator. No serious Bible believer ever claimed the whole Bible was to be

found in 1 place thru the long Dark Ages when men& underground churches had it in bits& pieces until it was all gathered into 1

place& under 1 cover w/ the Authorized English,& by stages of re>ning precisely as Psalm 12 foretold,& for this latter age of

confusion& wickedness most needing it.
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I wonder if it would be possible to request >les from the government that speci>cally deal with our name? Why not? Since it is data

based on our lives, it would be self-bene>cial to know what data the govt has and what they are tracking and knowing about us.
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Freedom of Information Act. But they don't make it easy, and there are many excuses to withhold it.
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Dordee
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I have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell you if you believe that.
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Dordee, too late, I already sold it.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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There's always the tunnels then lol.. going >r really cheap, New Year clearance sale sale lol
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Joined On 11/16/2020 8:54:24 AM
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Mercola I buy your products they seem good to me. You also keep Americans informed about what is really going on especially during

the covid >asco. However, when you use the phrase, "Democrat censorship regime" as if Democrats own censorship, as if censorship

started with Democrats, and Republicans don't use censorship, and here is the biggie, as if Republicans are not in on the censorship

with the deep state right along with the Democrats; you lose credibility on this issue in my opinion.
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gentryleoaol.com - valid and important observation. We have a Uniparty whose purpose is not to "serve" for the betterment and

welfare of the general public.  But to "serve" on a plate, well cooked and with a fork in it, the general public.
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The proposed "two-party" system needs to be viewed from the context of the "Fake Binary."  "The smart way to keep people

passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum of acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum —

even encourage the more critical and dissident views. That gives people the sense that there’s free thinking going on, while all

the time the presuppositions of the system are being reinforced by the limits put on the range of the debate” ~ Noam Chomsky

 off-guardian.org/.../the-function-of-the-fake-binary
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The Demonrats may be "in charge" at the moment but the Repugnantans are equally as bought, sold, unethical and evil as the

Rats. There is no such thing as 2 opposing parties. Never has been. People are so blind and deceived that when Georgie Boy

called the Constitution nothing more than a G_d dam_ piece of paper, they looked the other way!
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So why did Elon buy out Twitter if what you say is true? Not too many people are willing to blow $44 billion for anything BUT

"FREEDOM OF SPEECH ". It took someone from S. Africa to do something about this. That's the sad part!
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Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon has said Twitter will be for 80 percent of the people. I responded, So twenty percent do not matter? And then, Jesus,

Buddha, Gandhi, MLK, Jr., etc etc etc were not part of of the eighty percent.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we have a system problem that involves Dems and GOP. It also involves us as participants. Our consciousness and

participation are parts of the system. It's not happening "out there," only. It's happening in here, inside. Our reactivity becomes

food for the system. Our higher consciousness helps . . .
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are doing a wonderful job. What is happening in America is symbolic of the events leading up to and including the Russian

revolution. I have studied these phenomena for 50 years, how governments are undermined and by who, how they enveigle suckers

into their clandestine associations by blackmail and fear. This has been on going for centuries, it is posted in their religion and

religious manuscripts. Now, since WWll, they have spread their tentacles far and wide to encompass the globe and every nation. But

be sure to know who rules America and Britain in particular, and why. For historic demonstration read Genesis chapter 34 and wonder

who was betrayed. Now know that the password to the Holy Royal Arch of Freemasonry is found in Genesis chapter 33, translated as

God, God of all Israel. www.facebook.com/.../landcouncil . And www.illuminati-news.com/.../FAME97.htm
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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The God of freemasonry is Lucifer, the supposed giver of knowledge, w/ Eve, the 1 deceived, dei>ed as a consort 'goddess',

Queen of Heaven, as all the false religions& cults of men& devils, going by many names. Babylonian&Egyptian. Even when they

speak the truth it gets twisted& comes out lies,serving the father of lies as they do, trusting their corrupt serpent knowledge&

light merged w/lies& darkness. It has NOTHING to do w/ the Bible other than being what the Bible warns against& foretold.

God separated light& darkness. The God of all Israel is the God& Creator of all the world,& the Jews were merely the people thru

whom the word& Messiah came...w/ the pure knowledge of God from above, & redemption from the curse & death brought here

by Lucifer tempting mankind created in the image of God, & w/ dominion, thru the Serpent. They are thus the most >endishly &

blindly hated by all Craft Luciferians & pagans claiming some other way & god.

They don't even know what spirit they are of & serve, or where the hate that consumes them comes from: and worse: they don't

want to know, having turned from truth to embrace lies & darkness. Barring repentance (and many willfully become reprobate as

that >rst self-corrupted one in whom iniquity was found: Lucifer become Satan): they are all still dead in trespasses& sins,

serving death unto death eternal, ending in the Hell & lake of >re created for the angelic fallen.

Going there by default, & their own wilful rejection of truth & the God of truth, holy, holy, holy: Father, Son and Holy Spirit even as

man in his image is soul, body & spirit. It is not the will of God that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance &

salvation through the >nished work of the Lord Jesus Christ of the Godhead according to the scriptures, but there are many

proud who will not receive it, serving & following the idol shepherd & its spirit. God has set his word even above his name for a

reason, & men reject&corrupt it to their loss
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM
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Would someone please tell me what "the Hunter Biden laptop story" IS? I have no idea.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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You have not been in a coma have you? Kidding a winking, but seriously?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seriously?? Is this the >rst time you've heard about it? Trump brought it up while he was still President. I think it was Aug of

2020 when he was teasing everyone that he had a "secret weapon" that he would reveal that would expose Biden's corruption.

He purposely withheld this until a few weeks before the election thinking it would work in his favor, but the FBI and the MSM

quickly covered this up. There were business partners of the Biden's that came forth and testi>ed.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would be more than happy to READ about a possible solution, but I am not going to listen to an hour's worth of "ain't it AWFUL" in

order to get there. We KNOW it is awful, so just skip to the solution, which I have not seen anywhere because everyone is stuck in the

awfulness.
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uscjs
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:42:59 AM
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The problem I have with this article is that it takes a 100% swipe against Democrats, but fails to acknowledge the same abuse by

Republicans. I do not question the abuse, I question the bias.
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BookGal11
Joined On 11/19/2012 10:22:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please see my post nearby. It's both parties, with one perhaps worse--but it doesn't matter. What matters is we need to think of

solutions, not petty criticisms of each other when we need to join together. The proposed solution would divide the traitors,

instead of us.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Did you deeply read the whole article?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Let me see if I can give you my reasoning for the "bias". The reason for the bias is because all of the government agencies are

controlled by Liberals. Washington DC is said to be more than 95% Democrat (you can fact check that). These are unelected

oQcials that are dictating the outcomes of everything that effects our lives and we have no say in the matter. Fauci of the NIAID,

Collins of the NIH, Walenski of the CDC, etc., etc., etc. are all democrats. The decisions these people make trickle down to your

place of employment, the hospitals, and the public schools your children attend. WE DID NOT VOTE for these people and yet

they have control of our lives!

For instance, the CDC simply "recommended" that all children get the mRNA jab in order to attend public schools. Immediately,

the teachers' unions and school administrators (mostly all democrats) followed through, in lockstep, to make the mRNA jabs

mandatory! Who are these unelected people dictating untested/unapproved gene therapies to be injected into your children? I

didn't vote for these people. They all vote Democrat. Then look at each state individually. The Republican led states leaned

towards NO MASK, NO LOCKDOWNS, and NO VACCINE MANDATES. The Democrat led states went full-blown CHINA syndrome

with lockdowns, masks, and vaccine mandates (one size >ts all mentality).

It's why states like California LOST population for the >rst time and states like TX, TN, and FL grew. TN even made Ivermectin

available OTC without a prescription, but in CA any doctor that prescribes Ivermectin for covid-19 will lose their license! WHY IS

THAT?? Doctors take an oath to do what is best for their patients. If you think Ivermectin works and there's no harm in

prescribing it, then why would any doctor deprive you of it? It's not like it's an addictive OPIOID! Yet, the same doctor can

prescribe opioids without consequences.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well uscjs, most, if not all of the attacks on our constitution have been from Democrats. Twitter and Facebook are 99%

Democrat. We now know that government oQcials were working with these liberal social media companies to quell ALL reports

that would work against Biden while promoting ALL reports (most of which were fake) that would incriminate Trump. Had it

been conservative social media platforms and News Agencies that were doing this we would be calling them out instead. Would

you be OK that? That didn't happen. In fact, liberal/Democrat ran corporations like AT&T have gone 1 step further by

CANCELING conservative news.

As of Feb 2021, One America News (OAN) was canceled by AT&T. As we speak, a friend of mine who has AT&T Direct TV has no

Fox News! Yes! The #1 rated news program has temporarily been canceled by AT&T. I have cable through AT&T and I still have

Fox. If it is like OAN, I will lose Fox in Feb. It seems that AT&T drops the cable stations 3 months after they drop their Direct TV

stations. I can't wait!

When Fox news is gone I'm canceling my AT&T account. With everything I just covered, how can you report the facts and not

sound biased against Democrats? Yeah, there are a lot of corrupt Republicans out there. However, they don't run all the unions,

big tech, pharmaceuticals, NIH, NIAID, CDC, FBI, CIA, etc so Conservatives have very little incuence on our everyday lives. The

AT&T/Fox/OAN saga is a prime example of tyrannical incuencing of the public by big tech. If your competition is beating you in

the ratings you simply cancel them.
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Joined On 5/15/2007 5:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love Dr. Mercola to stick to health matters. This foray into the deep state is seriously affecting his credibility with me. And his

blaming the Democrats for all the ills is really beyond. Why is it that in 5 years of Trump and rabid, off the wall Republican lies and

policies, not a mention of them ruining democracy in so many ways; voter suppression, outright lies and obstructions. Everyone has

their agenda and I guess we know what Dr. Mercola's is.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's almost always 3 articles on any given day with 2 of the 3 being dedicated to just health. I didn't see where you

commented on either of those other reports. One is about Uterine Fibroids and the other is about Gray Hair. You might want to

check those out.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is health news!!!!!!! What they are doing affects our health when they refuse to allow us to treat our illness as we see >t.

Yes, we have corrupt re[ublicans. Just need to weed them out along with democrats. Just as we can have bad apple police, get

rid of them but do not toss the good out with the bad.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boy, are you under the ether if you can't see how bad things have been in the last 2 years as opposed to the previous 4. As

Creepy, Sleezy, Sleepy, Senile Joe would say: C'mon man!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Brandon would say ,two words, "made in America," Lol..Now where's my ice cream
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are a republic, not a democracy. Like it or not, under Trump, poor people had jobs, gas and food. Trump scared all the bullies

of the world into submission. Now, we have war because Biden cancelled US energy .This gave Putin the drivers seat on energy.

And let’s not forget, all the weapons Biden left behind have now been sold to Russia. Where do you think Russia is getting the

weapons or haven’t you even thought about it?
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ltsitsivas
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:59:00 PM
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Stay out of politics. I want health information. I want a UNITED country, united is key to our survival. Don't pick on people whose kids

have issues.
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Joined On 10/23/2013 5:55:35 AM
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So you don't see any direct connection between government corruption and deteriorating health situation? Between a corrupt

father and a corrupt son?
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your codependency colors your view of our country’s situation. Please seek the help and support you need. Remaining sick and

stuck helps no one, especially struggling children regardless of their age.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Diversity and free and open debate are keys to a healthy society. We will never be united but we can learn to disagree without

taking it personally and to have civil discourse without name calling. You can live with your head in the sand if you want but you

cannot divorce health from politics.
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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So you didn't see the "Vitamin D for Uterine Fibroid Reduction" headline right under this one? If you don't want to read this report

concerning Twitter's role in covering up information on covid19, Hunter Biden, and the 2020 election, then click on one of the

other 2 headlines. Dr. Mercola gives you a CHOICE!
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Don't be so naive. Our health is being destroyed by politics. You need to be a big not small thinker.
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Health information is being suppressed by our government, so we can't stay out of politics. Those vitamins and nutrients you

take to stay healthy? Our government is trying to prevent you from getting access to them. The next 'epidemic' that comes

around? The government has had practice and will try even harder to make sure you get a health devastating 'vaccination'. You

can't separate politics and health anymore. Take off the blinders.
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"Stay out of politics." This wasn't our idea, we natural organic health people are on the political defensive. It's because of

aggressive political actions by the likes of corrupt Washington politicians such as Sen. Dyck Durbin, D-IL, and many others. Just

ask the Alliance for Natural Health (ANH). anh-usa.org/durbin-dont-take-our-sunshine-away
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Then do your part. What you want as a UNITED country is not happening. You think by saying so on this forum it is going to

magically happen? Unfortunately everything is political now. And I do not see anyone picking on your kids in this forum. Stop

being a baby.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/2/2023 9:43:59 AM
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intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali>ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.
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